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We give a short derivation of an extension of a result of Schwenk on the limiting behaviour of 
the cycle index of the symmetric group when it is evaluated for a given power series at a 
given point. 
1. Introduction 
Let Z_~{f(u)} denote the function obtained by substituting the power series 
f (u )= f iu  + f2u2  + . . . 
into the cycle index of the symmetric group of degree n, that is, 
z.t f (u)} = Y. j , t . - ,  i.! 
where the sum is over all solutions in non-negative integers to the equation 
ii, = n; we adopt the convention that ZoO(U)}= 1. (For definitions not given 
here see, e.g., [2], [4], or [5].) Schwenk [7] determined the limiting behaviour of 
the numerical value of Z,{f(u)} for specified values of u as n ---, oo; this behaviour 
is of interest in connection with certain enumeration problems (see [6, 3]). Our 
object here is to give a short derivation of an e~tension of Schwenk's result. 
2. Result 
In what follows /x denotes a fixed constant, and Z. = Z.{fl/x)}. 
Theorem. If 
(i) f~ ~ O, - 1, -2  . . . . .  
(ii) O~[tgl<l,  and 
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0if) the power series defining the ruction f(u) converges when u = t~, then 
Z~p.-~= f i  (1-p.m)-f-.,nL-tlF(fl)+O(n¢,-2) as n---~oo. 
lYt = l 
Proof. It follows readily from definition (1) that 
1 1 0 
for any power series [(u) (see [4; p. 160]). Suppose now that )~(u) and ~ satisfy 
conditions (i)-(iii). If we replace u by p. and x by x~ -~ in (2), w~ obtain the 
relation 
~Z~-"x"= I~I (1--p~m-'X)-'m =( l - -x )  - '  f i  (1--p~"X) -¢'".  (3) 
0 ra=l  m=l  
Conditions (if) and (iii) imply that the function 
oD 
A(x = Z [I 
0 r t l~|  
is regular when l-':l "- I  z-I .  Thus the function 
G(x) = ~ Z .~-"x"  = (1 -x ) - t ,A (x )  
0 
has radius of convergence 1. and x = 1 is the only singularity of G(x ) on its circle 
of convergence. It follows, therefore, from a theorem of Darboux 'see [ l ;  p. 498] 
or [8; p. 207]) that 
Z .~-"  = A(1)n ¢,- t/Fif 0 + O(n f,-2) 
as n ~ oo, as required. 
It is not necessary to appeal to Darboux's theorem when ft = 1 (tit.:,. is the case 
considered by Schwenk [7] and the case that perhaps is the most lit:ely to arise in 
practise). For, if 
ao ~,o 
Z. , , - "x"  = (1 -x )  -I ~ a,x °, 
0 0 
then Z .~-"  = ~;'" .., =11 a. Hence. 
lim " -" 2~p. =A(1) ,  
r l~e~ 
as required. 
Notice that there is no real loss of generality in assuming that fl ~ 0 since 
Z.{ukf(u)} =~k"Z.{f(u)} for positive integers k; but the case fl ~ 1 seems to be 
essentially different from the case ft = I. 
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